Humans represent perceptual events in a distributed, feature-specific fashion, which calls for some sort of feature integration. It has been suggested that processing an event leads to the creation of a temporary binding of the corresponding feature codes -an object file. Here we show that object files do not only comprise of perceptual feature codes but also include codes that reflect evaluations of the perceptual event.
INTRODUCTION
Humans represent the events they perceive in a distributed fashion, which calls for some sort of feature integration. Kahneman et al. (1992) have argued that people bind the cognitive codes of event features into temporary object files. They demonstrated that participants respond particularly fast and accurately to repeated stimuli if these also appear in the same location, suggesting that the first encounter led to the binding of shape and location codes. Moreover, repeating one or more features of a stimulus but alternating others impairs performance (Hommel, 1998) , suggesting that feature-repetition leads to the automatic retrieval of the just-created binding, which interferes with processing the present feature combination if it differs from the previous one (Hommel, 2004) . Indeed, repeating one of two features of a visual stimulus reactivates the cortical area coding for the non-repeated feature (Keizer et al., 2008) . Research on object files has mainly focused on the binding of perceptual feature codes. However, feature codes are no copies of external events but brain responses to those events, which raises the question whether other, non-perceptual responses become part of an object file as well. Here we investigated whether object files also contain information about people's evaluative responses to a stimulus.
As in Keizer et al. (2008) , we presented participants with pairs of stimuli in each trial, a prime (S1) followed by a probe (S2; see Figure 1A ). Both stimuli consisted of blends of a face and a house, and either the face or the house moved diagonally up and down. Participants did not respond to S1 but categorized the moving object's motion direction (top-left/bottom-right or topright/bottom-left). This task allowed for the orthogonal repetition and alternation of the moving object and the direction in which it moved. The integration of moving object and motion upon processing of S1 was expected to yield an interaction of the two repetition effects, with a pattern that indicates worse performance if one of the two features repeats while the other alternates (Keizer et al., 2008) .
Evaluative responses to the two stimuli were induced by making participants believe that the sequence of the objects that moved followed a consistent pattern across trials and having them predict whether a face or house would move on S1 and on S2. Encountering a stimulus that meets the prediction was considered to evoke a positive evaluation (success), while stimuli not meeting the prediction were thought to evoke a negative evaluation (failure). The question was whether the effect of repeating the type of evaluative response (in trials where the two predictions happened to be both correct or both incorrect) vs. alternating the evaluative response (in trials where just one prediction happened to be correct) would interact with the effect of repeating vs. alternating the type of object being moved and/or the type of motion. If so, this would suggest that codes related to visual event features are integrated with codes representing event-related success and failure.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty-four students participated for course credit or pay. They judged the motion direction shown in S2 by pressing a left vs. right key of a computer keyboard. After predictions were made, a trial would start with a 1000-ms blank interval. Then S1 appeared for 675 ms, followed by a 1000-ms blank interval. Thereafter, S2 appeared for 675 ms, followed by another 1000-ms blank interval.
As in Keizer et al. (2008) , visual stimuli were composed by superimposing luminance-matched grayscale front-view photographs of male and female faces and of houses. The house-face combinations for the 240 trials were constructed by randomly drawing from eight possible houses and faces, except that all four combinations of repeating vs. alternating the moving object (face or house) were equally likely. The face image and the house images for a given trial were randomly selected from the set of eight face www.frontiersin.org FIGURE 1 | (A) Sequence of events, from left to right. (B) Reaction times (RTs) and error percentages as a function of object repetition/alternation and motion repetition/alternation (leftmost panels), object repetition/alternation and prediction-outcome repetition/alternation (middle panels), and motion repetition/alternation and prediction-outcome repetition/alternation (rightmost panels).
images and eight house images, and they were always the same for S1 and S2.
Before the stimuli were presented, participants predicted whether a face or a house would move on S1 and S2 by pressing the "1" or "2" key on a computer keyboard (counterbalanced), respectively. They received points for each correct prediction (i.e., 0-2 per trial) and the number of earned points, together with a running total, was presented at the end of each trial. The three highest-scoring participants received an extra of 5C after the experiment was completed.
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RESULTS
The RTs and error rates for the response to S2 were analyzed. Trials in which RTs deviated more than 2 SDs from the mean were excluded. The remaining data were aggregated according to whether the moving object was the same in S1 and S2 (object repetition) or different (object alternation), the direction of the movement was the same for S1 and S2 (movement repetition) or different (movement alternation), and whether the outcomes of the two predictions in each trial were the same (two times success or two times failure; a prediction outcome repetition) or different (one failure and one success; a prediction outcome alternation). RTs and error rates from the resulting eight design cells were entered into ANOVAs with three corresponding factors:repetition (vs. alternation) of moving object, motion, and prediction outcome (see Figure 1B ; Table 1 ).
In RTs, responses were faster upon the repetition of moving object, F (23,1) = 53.2, MSE = 523.9, p < 0.001, and prediction outcome, F (23,1) = 66.2, MSE = 448.0, p < 0.001, and slower if the type of motion was repeated, F (23,1) = 12.8, MSE = 928.5, p < 0.005. More importantly for our purposes, interactions were obtained for moving object and motion, F (1,23) = 106.4, MSE = 236.2, p < 0.001, and moving object and prediction outcome, F (1,23) = 7.0, MSE = 599.1, p < 0.05; separate analyses confirmed that the latter did not depend on whether the outcomes were positive or negative.
Error rates followed the same pattern: performance was more accurate if the moving object repeated, F (1,23) = 10.4, MSE = 14.6, p < 0.005, an effect that interacted with the repetition of motion, F (1,23) = 7.5, MSE = 22.1, p < 0.05. The only exception was the interaction of moving object and prediction outcome, which showed the opposite pattern of the RTs -a more pronounced object repetition-alternation effect with prediction alternation. However, the corresponding interaction was far from significance, F (1,23) = 1.35, MSE = 24.15.6, p > 0.25.
DISCUSSION
We were able to replicate the well-known observation of worse performance if a visual feature is repeated while another alternates (Hommel, 1998) , suggesting that participants spontaneously integrated the codes of these features -the type of moving object and motion direction in our case. In addition to the more interesting interactions, we also obtained main effects of all three experimental factors. In the cases of object repetition and prediction outcome repetition, the underlying pattern is rather straightforward: alternations of features can be suspected to create neural conflict between the present and the previous feature values (Kühn et al., 2011) , which slows down object identification. In the case of motion, however, alternations produced faster, rather than slower responses. Even though the interaction with object repetition (see Figure 1B) makes the interpretation difficult, we speculate that the exposure to a repeated motion pattern over 675 ms might have resulted in motion adaptation (Ölveczky et al., 2007) , which impaired the processing of objects moving into the same direction. This need not have prevented the standard featurerepetition benefit but it might have overshadowed this effect in the data.
More importantly, however, our findings demonstrate that participants coded their successes and failures in predicting the motion direction of the two visual stimuli, and integrated these codes with codes representing the moving object. Interestingly, this integration seemed to be selective for the object feature that the prediction was referring to, while there was no evidence that motion direction interacted with prediction outcomes. This might suggest that object files do not simply lump together all information that relates to a given object but, rather, consist of a complex, multi-level representational structure (Hommel, 2004) . However, it is also possible that all available information was actually integrated but only partially retrieved while processing S2. Hence, it might be that control processes modulate stimulus-driven retrieval of information in such a way that only relevant feature codes are retrieved to a degree that allows affecting behavior (e.g., Keizer et al., 2010) .
Also of importance for the purpose of the present study, the interaction between the repetition of object features and the repetition of the outcomes of object-related judgments suggests that codes referring to the physical features of object are integrated with codes referring to the evaluation of objects or object-related aspects. In other words, object files seem to allow for the evaluative "tagging" of visual feature codes. It is interesting to consider how "affective" or "emotional" these evaluative codes actually are. On the one hand, one might consider them some kind of "somatic markers" (Damasio, 1994 ) that relate to and represent the emotional experience one had when creating them. If so, reactivating an evaluative code in the process of a stimulus-induced retrieval of object information might lead to the recall or simulation of the emotional state one was in when having experienced success or failure with regard to this particular object. In this case, evaluative codes may actually be considered "affective markers." On the other hand, however, it is also possible that evaluative codes only indicate successes and failures without necessarily revoking any related emotional state. In a recent study, Eder et al. (submitted) provided evidence that actions are not only integrated with representations of their affective consequences (Eder and Hommel, in press ) but that these representations have two different kinds of effect on action control: a directive function when selecting responses in a stimulus-driven forced-choice task and (in addition) an incentive function when selecting freely chosen actions. It is possible that the former is based on the mere information whether a particular response will or will not produce positive outcomes while the latter relies on a simulation of the expected affective state in the sense of Damasio (1994) . If so, the present study might be taken to speak more to the representations underlying the directive function of evaluation-related outcome representations.
